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ほ┣‶┇╃┾┚ ぬßけ┣┤ がßろ〉
 ぎゎ ぽ┽┈け┣‶ô┇ れゑ〈┤ Ä‶┇╃┾ろわ Äろゎ┈ま┣ゑわ┇ üい Äのú╄ぅ

┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ í ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

Ñßは┋ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇ £ろ┻┤ üい
 ┾ゑ┣あ┤ ô ∪┡┈┰╃┾わ┇ ñろい┋ £┙┤

 ┈だ┸í╄┚ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇ ñろいｷ ╋╃┽┇
┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ ぎゎ ┶』

ほわ ┵╄〈┤ ┡┈ぢßú┾óこほ┚╃┾┤ Äóみ┿ ┡┇╃┈┙┣┼┇

ぽ┽┈ゑわ┈┚ へ╄┣〉┇
╃┾の┤ ┈ゎ ╄┧み ┾óけ┣¨┤ が┈〈い ほみ┇╄┣〉┇ れóあけ┤ ñろい 《╄┸┇

üい ┡┈は┈┚ っゎ ぬßけ┣わ┇ ゐわ┈い く〈┣み┇
£わ┈ó┼ ╄あ¨┚ ┾┸┇í へ┇╄┣〉┈┚ ほ┣ろ┸╄ゎ ┽┇ßゎ っóゑ┰ ╋╃┽┇

 ╋╃┾┤ ┢げ┇ í ┡┈ぢßú┾óけわ┇ っ┚┈┤
╋╃┾わ┇ ぁ┙‒┤ が┈〈い ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

 るí┋ Äóげí╄┣まわô┇ ┡┇╃┈┙┣┼ô┇ れ┸
へ┇ß┣¨ゎ っこ╄┤ が┈〈い るí┌┚



ا〉ــــــــ』ـــــــــــ【ـــــــــــ′ــــــــ┬
Äó』┈┼ っゎ Ñßは┋ í Ñßは┋ ぎó┷わ┇ ┡╃┈』 ぽ╄み╀ゎ Ñßは┋

╀のぐゑわ┇Äú╃ßけわ┇ ぽ┾い┈¨ゑろわ

∪ ╀のぐゑわ┇ ßぐ〉
ほげßけろ┤ ┇╄óゎ┈ま┚ ┽ßみ╃┈┙わ┇ ┶¨ゎ┇

╀のぐゑわ┇ ん┇┾┻┣‶┇ Äのú╄ぅ ñろい き╄あ┤í

 ぽ┾ú┈こ ßぐ〉Äó』┈┻わ┈ぢ∪
 ╀のぐゑわ┇ ⊂ ぽ┽┈ゑわ┈┚ ぽ┾い┈¨ゎ ┭┈┣┷┤ ┈ゎ るí┋へ╀のぐó┚.

 ┶┤┈こ ┢ぐみ ┇┿┍ ぞóろい ぁお｠┇ í┋ がßけろ┣わ┇ ┇╄óゎ┈ま┚ ┽ßみ╃┈┙わ┇ ┶¨ゎ┇
┵╄〈わ┇ ßú┾óこ ほわ っろぃú í へ╅┈だ┰ ぎゎ ぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇.
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Smart Quizzes

SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES
UNIT 2: SPORTS AND ACTIVITIES

VOCABULARY

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Equipment  ┡┇í┽┋ｷぽ┇┽┋ Quite ┈ゎ ┾┸ ñわ┇
Pitch ┘あろゎ Score

 き┾ぢ れ┯¨úｷ
Äぃのげ

Referee ゐ ◯ま ◯┸ Waterski ┆┈ゑわ┇ ñろい ┮わ╆┣ú
Javelin ┶ゎ╃ Quad bike

 Äú╄┚ Ä┰┇╃┽
(£の┙わ┇)

Snorkel ╋┈ゑわ┇ ┢┷┤ ′ぃおú Nationality Äó¨ぐ┰
Para-

sport

 ┡┈┰┈ó┣┸ô┇ ¢í┿ Ä｠┈ú╃
Ä』┈┻わ┇ Numerous ぎゎ ┾ú┾あわ┇

Potential  Äóげ┈まゎ┍ｷぽ╃┾は Initially  ┈óÖ┾┙ゎｷú┇┾┙わ┈┚Ä
Excel  ╆óゑ┣úｷ ぬßけ┣úｷ┾ó┯ú Rival ゐ『┼

Q Can you name any of these sports?

Football ｷ cycling ｷ tennis ｷ skating - running
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Q What is your favourite sport?

Ahmed loves all kinds of sports. He plays in the school football
team. His best friend, Yaser, plays in the team, too. Both of
them can play tennis. Ahmed is also very good at swimming.
One day, Ahmed and Yaser saw a programme on TV. It is about
a new sport called cave diving.
Ahmed: I want to try that!
Yaser: It looks dangerous to me.

Ahmed: I need good equipment and a good teacher, that's all.
It is the day of Ahmed's first cave dive. His diving equipment is
very heavy. He holds a coloured blue line to show him where
to swim. He follows his teacher. He dives down into a very big
cave. The water is warm. The cave is quite dark. He can see his
teacher's light in front of him. Then, suddenly, he can't see the
light. Ahmed is afraid! Does he follow the teacher? No! He
holds the blue line and waits. He waits for five minutes, but it
feels like a long time. He remembers two important things.
One: don't leave the line. Two: don't follow, think!
His teacher comes back. Ahmed is very happy. Together they
swim out of the cave to safety.

Read the following story: 

Answer the following questions:

True (T) or False (F):

Q Yaser plays tennis but Ahmad does not. ( )

Q Yaser wants to try cave diving. ( )

Q Ahmadｺs equipment is very heavy. ( )

Q Ahmad feels cold in the water. ( )

Q What would you do if you were in Ahmadｺs place?

My favourite sport is basketball

I would be afraid, but I would wait in the same spot and flash a light so my
teacher can find me.

F

F

T

F
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Ahmad Al-Mutairi came first in the men's 100 m race at the
Rio 2016 Paralympics. Ahmad Al-Mutairi is a Kuwaiti para-
sport athlete who has broken numerous world records in
wheelchair racing. Al-Mutairi was introduced to sport while at
school, playing wheelchair basketball. One of his PE teachers
saw potential in Almutairi and suggested that he joined the
Kuwaiti Sports Club for the Disabled. Initially he joined the
basketball team, but after five months, one of the trainers
advised him to try other sports. Almutairi tried out wheelchair
racing and found that he excelled at the sport. In 2009 he
entered his first track and field competition, held in the United
Arab Emirates.

In 2011, he took part in the World Championships in New
Zealand. In 2012, Al-Mutairi was selected for the Kuwait
team at the Summer Paralympics in London. The next year,
Al-Mutairi travelled to Lyon to compete in the 2013 Athletics
World Championships. His first major medal success came
the following year at the 2014 Asian Para Games in South
Korea where he was able to win two silver medals.
Throughout 2015, Almutairi continued to improve his times,
and set a new world record in Switzerland. Later that year he
represented Kuwait at his third World Championship, in Doha,
Qatar. In the final he set a championship record of 17.53 to
beat his nearest rival by over a second and a half.

Sky is the Limit
RIO DE JANEIRO, Sept 11, 2016 (KUNA):

Answer the following questions:

Q Ahmad Al-Mutairi first played wheelchair basketball. ( )

Q He received two silver medals in 2014. ( )

Q He won the 200m race at the Rio 2016 Paralympics. ( )

T

T

F
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Q How old is he?

Look at the fact file and answer the questions about Ahmad
Al-Mutairi:

Q When was he born?

Q Where is he from?

Q What sport does he play?

Date of birth: 13 May 

1994

Place of birth: Kuwait

Nationality: Kuwaiti

Sport: Wheelchair racing

Q Nationalities:

▪ Kuwait ______

▪ India ______

▪ China ______

▪ The USA ______

▪ Brazil ______

▪ Lebanon ______

▪ Russia ______

▪ Spain ______

▪ Japan ______

▪ Egypt ______

▪ Australia ______

▪ France ______

Kuwaiti

He was born in May 13th 1994

Now, he is 27 years old.

He is from Kuwait

He played wheelchair racing

Indian

Chinese

American

Brazilian

Lebanese

Russian

Spanish

Japanese

Egyptian

Australian

French
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Role-Play practice:
Read the following dialogues with any family member and complete the
missing words.

Q A: Where are you from?
B: I am from Kuwait.
A: So, you are _________.
A: Yes I am.

Kuwaiti

Q A: Where are you from?
B: I am from China.
A: So, you are _________.
A: Yes I am.

Chinese

Q A: Where are you from?
B: I am from Russia.
A: So, you are _________ .
A: Yes I am.

Q A: Where are you from?
B: I am from Egypt.
A: So, you are _________ .
A: Yes I am.

Grammar

The present Simple:

▪ For facts

▪ Dogs have four legs.
▪ The earth moves around the sun.
▪ The sky is blue.
▪ People need oxygen to live.

▪ For habits

▪ I get up at 7 oｺclock every morning.
▪ I go for a walk regularly.
▪ My parents often forget their medicine.
▪ My sister always reads before bed.
▪ Sometimes, my brother stays up to play the PlayStation.

Russian

Egyptian
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Negative: (Do ｷ Does):

Q People need oxygen to live.

Q Dogs have four legs.

Q The earth moves around the sun.

Q The sky is blue.

People do not (donｺt) need oxygen to live.

Dogs do not (donｺt) have four legs.

The earth does not (doesnｺt) move around the sun.

The sky is not (isnｺt) blue.

Q My sister always reads before bed.

Q I get up at 7 oｺclock every morning.

Q I go for a walk regularly.

Q My parents often forget their medicine.

Q Sometimes, my brother stays up to play the PlayStation.

My sister does not (doesnｺt) read before bed.

I do not (donｺt) get up at 7 oｺclock every morning.

I do not (donｺt) go for a walk regularly.

My parents do not (donｺt) forget their medicine.

Sometimes, my brother does not (doesnｺt) stay up to play the PlayStation.
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Smart Quizzes

Cloze Practice:

Cats (is / are / am) sweet little creatures. They (like / likes /
liked) playing with small balls and threads. My cat (like / likes /
liked) eating chicken and (hate / hates / hated) tuna. All other cats
(love / loved / loves) tune, but my cat (donｺt / didnｺt / doesnｺt). I
(think / thinks / thought) my cat is special because it (slept / sleep
/ sleeps) when I sleep and wakes up when I wake up. My cat (are /
am / is) very intelligent. It (show / shows / showed) me love and it
knows when I am upset.
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Answer the following Yes/No questions:

Q Can you snorkel?

Q Can you throw the javelin?

Q Can you ride a quad bike?

Q Can you play the drums?

Q Can you waterski?

Q Can you jump on a trampoline?

Q Can you ride a horse?

Can / Canｺt:

Q Look at the pictures and write a short sentence about what you can or canｺt
do.

▪ I canｺt play the drums.
▪ I can ride the quad bike.
▪ I canｺt play football.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.

No, I canｺt. Yes, I can.
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And ｷ Because ｷ So ｷ Or ｷ But:

And:

Q Ahmad likes fish. Fajer likes fish.

Q I like coffee. I like tea.

Q Kuwait is small. Kuwait is beautiful.

Q My laptop is fast. My laptop is expensive.

I like coffee and tea.

Kuwait is small and beautiful.

My laptop is fast and expensive.

Ahmad and Fajer like fish.

Q Dana is a smart student. Eman is a smart student.

Dana and Eman are smart students.

Or:

Q I will order fish or chicken. I will not order both.
I will ask Mona or Ahmad to come with me.
I will go shopping on Sunday or Monday.
I usually drink Turkish or French coffee in the morning.
The manager or his assistant has the key.

But:

Q I have homework to do. I want to play videogames.

Q I was looking for my key. I couldnｺt find it.

Q I studied very well. I did bad in the exam.

I have homework to do, but I want to play videogames.

I was looking for my key, but I couldnｺt find it.

I studied very well, but I did bad in the exam.
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Q I go to the gym I want to lose weight.

Q I am wrong. I will not apologize.

Q I am not hungry. I will eat with you.

Q This restaurant is cheap. Their food is very delicious.

I am wrong, but I will not apologize.

I am not hungry, but I will eat with you.

This restaurant is cheap, but Their food is very delicious.

I go to the gym because I want to lose weight.

Q I am hungry. I didnｺt eat since the morning.

I am hungry because I didnｺt eat since the morning.

Q I apologized. I know I made a mistake.

Q I will not buy this shirt. This shirt is very expensive.

Q I love cats. They are one of the most beautiful animals.

I apologized because I know I made a mistake.

I will not buy this shirt because it is very expensive.

I love cats because they are one of the most beautiful animals.

Because:

So:

Q I want to lose weight. I go to the gym.

Q I didnｺt eat since the morning. I am hungry.

Q I know I made a mistake. I apologized.

I want to lose weight, so I go to the gym.

I didnｺt eat since the morning, so I am hungry.

I know I made a mistake, so I apologized.
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The writing plan:

ょß｠ßゑわ┇ ゐ‶┇

Topic sentence
ñわíô┇ ぽ╄まけわ┇

Topic sentence
Äóげ┈┧わ┇ ぽ╄まけわ┇

Supporting Detail
ÄóÖ╆┰ ぽ╄まこ

Supporting Detail
ÄóÖ╆┰ ぽ╄まこ

Supporting Detail
ÄóÖ╆┰ ぽ╄まこ

Supporting Detail
ÄóÖ╆┰ ぽ╄まこ

Supporting Detail
ÄóÖ╆┰ ぽ╄まこ

Supporting Detail
ÄóÖ╆┰ ぽ╄まこ

Q This shirt is very expensive. I will not buy this shirt.

Q They are one of the most beautiful animals. I love cats.

This shirt is very expensive, so I will not buy this shirt.

They are one of the most beautiful animals, so I love cats.
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Q Write a short paragraph about your favourite sports activity
describing why you like it, when you practice it and the benefits
you get from it.

PLAN:

Writing

My favourite Sport:
Basketball

The benefits I get from 
playing itWhy I like it

Meeting new peopleItｺs fun

Building musclesItｺs a team sport

Losing weightItｺs challenging
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Paragraph:

My favourite sport is basketball. I like basketball because it is fun. Also, I
like it because it is a team sport and I enjoy playing with friends. In addition,
it is a challenging sport. There are many benefits from playing basketball.
First, you will meet new people to play with. Second, it helps you to build
muscles. Third, it helps you to lose weight. If you try it, I know you will like it
too.
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SCHOOL LIFE
UNIT 3: SCHOOL LIFE

VOCABULARY

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Canteen く『のゎ Local £ろ┷ゎ
Depend on ñろい ┾ゑ┣あú Leisure う┇╄こ ┢はí
Personally £『┻〉 れま〈┚ Facility ねこ┇╄ゎ

Post れ‶╄ú Chat room Ä〉┽╃┽ Äこ╄か
Run  れお〈úｷ╄ú┾ú Survival ぽ┈┯ぐわ┇

Probably  ┈ゑ┚╃ｷれゑ┣┷ゑわ┇ ぎゎ Recite  ßろ┣úｷっ ２ゑ¨ ０ú
Convenien

t
 ゐÖüゎｷ┘‶┈ぐゎ Equestria

n

 ぁ┙┤╄ゎ
Äó‶í╄けわ┈┚

Registrati

on
 れó┯¨┤ｷへ┇╄┣〉┇ Lively ¢ßó┸
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05:30 The alarm clock rings. I have to get up. I take a
shower. Then I go to the kitchen to prepare my breakfast. I read
the local newspapers and check my school bag.

06:30 I set off for school. I sometimes go to school by bus.
However, I normally go by bicycle. It all depends on the weather.

07:30 Classes begin. We usually have five classes and a
twenty-minute break between the third and fourth classes.

13:30 Morning classes end, but we can't go home. After
lunch in the school canteen, we spend half an hour in the school
leisure hall where we can do different activities. I often play table
tennis with my friends.

14:30 Afternoon activities begin. Although these classes
don't determine our success, we have to take one. The school
provides us with opportunities to learn poetry, painting, music,
acting or any other activity we prefer. Personally, I go for reading
classes where I learn a lot about the world.

16:30 I'm home again. This means I can have some time
with my family before I do my homework. We watch TV or talk
about the busy day. Most of the time I go to bed before midnight.

Reading

Tom is 13 years old. Heｺs from England. Look at his school day and
answer the questions below.

Decide whether these sentences are True (T) or False (F). Correct the
false ones:

Q To get up at five oｺclock. ( )

Q His father takes him to school at 6:30. ( )

Q He has lunch in the school canteen. ( )

Q He goes to painting classes in the afternoon. ( )

5:30

He goes to school by bus

Reading

F

F

T

F
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Q Compare your school day to Tomｺs.

Q What do you like about Tomｺs school?

Q What facilities do you have in your school?

I wake up at 6:30 am and eat breakfast fast. Classes in my school start at
7:45. We have seven classes everyday with two breaks between them. We
finish at 1:35 pm.

They have many different afternoon activities.

We have a canteen, a library, a computer lab, a science lab, and a sport hall.

Read Tomｺs timetable again and complete the following paragraph:

Q Tomｺs mother does not ______________ him his breakfast. He prepare
it ______________ . After that, he goes to school by __________ if
the weather is bad, otherwise he goes by ______________ . At school,
he takes ______________ classes in the morning and a free one in the
______________ . Although the school day is ______________ ,
Tom enjoys its ______________ activities.

cook

himself

different

bus
bicycle

five

afternoon busy
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Abdullah (Kuwait): Our school is running an interesting project.
Weｺve got a garden where we grow fruit and vegetables. I enjoy
gardening and watching things grow.

Sam (England): My schoolｺs got a wonderful new art studio. I
love doing art in the classes after school. Iｺm making a model at
the moment.

Dexter (Scotland): Thereｺs a breakfast club in my school. You go
there before class for breakfast. I usually have cereal and orange
juice. I chat with my friends. I donｺt have time for breakfast at
home, so itｺs great.

Charles (Australia): I love the chess club in my school. It starts in
the break and I usually go there twice a week. Sometimes I win!

Read the following messages, and discuss what the students like
about their schools.

Q What do the students like about their schools?

▪ Abdullah:

▪ Sam:

▪ Dexter:

▪ Charles:

Q Whose school do you like best? Why?

Q How do you spend your time after school?

He likes the garden

He likes the new art studio.

He likes the breakfast club

He likes the chess club

I like Dexter's school because I also like eating breakfast with my friends.

I usually drink some tea and read a novel.
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If you want to learn the Holy Quran, join one of our centers in
the six governorates of Kuwait We help not only to recite the
Holy Quran, but also to understand the contemporary Islamic
issues. Our classes are convenient to everyone.

This thriving riding center provides both new and experienced riders
with the opportunity to learn more about horses and riding with our
experienced instructors. For parents and friends who do not ride
themselves, you can enjoy a coffee and a snack in KRC's interesting
grounds. We look forward to welcoming you to our center!

We offer martial arts training for adults and kids. Our main branch is
located in Salmiya, but we have more branches all over Kuwait.

Q Decide which of the previous after-school activities you would
probably join.

Q Who can go to the following places?

▪ Kuwait Riding Center: someone who

▪ 2. The Holy Quran Centers:

▪ 3. Kuwait Karate Federation:

Q Find words from the adverts that mean:

▪ Of the present time; modern ____________________

▪ Successful, lively and profitable ____________________

▪ Any of the traditional forms of self-defence ____________________

I would join the Holy Qurｺan centre because one of my dreams is
to learn more about Islam.

Likes horses and wants to learn how to ride them.

Someone who wants to learn ad recite the Holy Qurｺan.

Someone who is interested in martial arts

Contemporary

Thriving

Martial Arts
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Grammar

Present Continuous:

____________ Am
____________ Is + V(ing)
____________ Are

It is raining now.

I
He she it ┽╄けゎ

You we they っゑ┰

Q Tom _____________ (have) lunch now.

Q The kids ___________ (play) games at the moment.

Q Tom ______________ (read) a book now.

Q Tom and his family ___________ (watch) TV at the moment.

Q My father ___________ (work) in his office at the moment.

Q My grandparents ____________ (talk) to my uncle now.

Q The mechanic ________________ (fix) the car now.

Q Please listen to me. I _________________ (speak) to you.

Q Please be quiet! Your grandmother __________ (sleep) in the next room.

Q The baby _____________ (cry). Please go check on him.

is having 

are playing 

is reading 

are watching 

is working 

are talking 

is fixing 

am speaking 

is sleeping 

is crying 
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Negative:

Q Tom and his family are watching TV at the moment.

Q Tom is having lunch now.

Q The kids are playing games at the moment.

Q Tom is reading a book now.

Q My father is working in his office at the moment.

Q My grandparents are talking to my uncle now.

Q The mechanic is fixing the car now.

Q I am speaking to you.

Q Your grandmother is sleeping in the next room.

Q The baby is crying.

Tom and his family are not (arenｺt) watching TV at the moment.

Tom is not (isnｺt) having lunch now.

The kids are not (arenｺt) playing games at the moment.

Tom is not (isnｺt) reading a book now.

My father is not (isnｺt) working in his office at the moment.

My grandparents are not (arenｺt) talking to my uncle now.

The mechanic is not (isnｺt) fixing the car now.

I am not speaking to you.

Your grandmother is not (isnｺt) sleeping in the next room.

The baby is not (isnｺt) crying.
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Demonstrative Pronouns:

 ┽╄けゎ
singular

っゑ┰ Plural -

This These ┘ú╄は

That Those ┾óあ┚

Look at the pictures and choose the correct pronoun from this, that, these
and those:

Q Daddy, could you please buy ________ camera for me?

Q Did you get ________ gifts for Ahmadｺs birthday?

Q I like ________ ball. It is very colourful.

this

those

that
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Q ________ cars are small, but ________ truck is very big.

This

These

those

that

These

Q ________ little kitten is so cute.

Q I think ________ players will win the world cup.

Q ________ toys are mine.
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Cloze Practice:

My parents (is trying / are trying / are try) to buy a new
house. This is why they (are saving / is saving / are saved) money
at the moment. My father (are comparing / is comparing / is
compare) between three houses now. (Those / this / that) three
houses are different in many ways but all of them are big.
However, one of them has a big yard and that is why my father (is
trying / are trying / am trying) to buy it. (these / those / That)
house will be a great surprise for my mother.

That

Those this

Q ________ goal is amazing.

Q ________ phones are very old, but ________ Iphone is new.
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Adjectives and Adverbs:

Adjectives

Adjectives Adverbs

Beautiful Beautifully

Amazing Amazingly

Kind Kindly

Smart Smartly

Active Actively

Great Greatly

▪ This girl is beautiful.
▪ The lesson is easy.
▪ The cake was delicious
▪ I am smart
▪ Computers are expensive
▪ The boys were brave
▪ He is a good friend
▪ He is a faithful friend

Adverbs

▪ This girl dresses up beautifully.
▪ The lesson was explained easily.
▪ I solved the questions smartly.
▪ Computers are solved expensively.
▪ The boys defended themselves bravely.
▪ He defended his friend faithfully.
▪ They played the match greatly.
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Adjectives Adverbs

Good Well

Fast Fast

Hard hard

ぽ┿┈〉 ┡ô┈┸:

▪ He is a good student. He studies well.
▪ My father is a fast driver. My father drives fast.
▪ Studying for exams is hard. I study hard for my exams.

Practice:

Q The smell of coffee is (strong ｷ strongly)

Q He drives (slow ｷ slowly)

Q He drives (fast ｷ fastly)

Q The taste of this cake is (strange ｷ strangely)

Q It was raining (heavy ｷ heavily)

Q I go to the gym (regular ｷ regularly)

Q I speak English (good ｷ well)

Q You should work (hard ｷ hardly) for your future.
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Writing

Q Write a short paragraph about your school comparing its activities with
other schools you know and stating what you like about it.

PLAN:

Äゃ┸üゎ

┵╄〉Äのú╄ぅÄ┚┈┣みぁぃ┻ゑわ┇the planぽ┽ß┰ßゎ£こUnit 2ぎゎぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

My school

What I like about my 
school

My school activities

Encouraging 
students to pick 

activities
gardening and 

painting

Provides tools we 
need

Other schools: acting, 
movie making and 

journalism.

Gives bonusesI enjoy gardening
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Paragraph:

My school has so many great and fun activities just like other
schools. My school has gardening activities as well as painting
classes. My old school had more interesting activities such as
acting classes, movie making and journalism. Despite that, I still
enjoy gardening in this school because I enjoy working with plants
and flowers.

there are many things I like about my school. First, my school
encourages all students to pick an activity. Second, they provide all
the tools we need to practice the activity. This means that they
donｺt ask is to buy anything. Third, they give us bonuses when we
accomplish something great for the society or the environment. All
in all, having a school like mine is really great.
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INSTRUCTIONS AND DIRECTIONS
UNIT 4: INSTRUCTIONS AND DIRECTIONS

Vocabulary

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Instructions  ┡┈ゑóろあ┤ｷ┡┇┽┈〉╃┍ Regular ゐゃ┣ぐゎ
Fold  ¢ßぃú(ぁけ¨ú) Envelop  き╄ゅ(くろおゎ)

Original £ろ』┋ Sprinkle [╄ú
Seeds  ┗ß┙┸ｷ╃í╀┚ Soil Ä┚╄┤

Pot  ┆┈いíｷ╃┾は Corridor ╄ゑゎ
Liberation  ╄ú╄┷┤ｷÄú╄┸ Route ねú╄ぅ

Destination  Äだ┰íｷるß』ßろわ が┈まゎ Trick Äい┾┼
Lid ┆┈ぃか Seal ん┈ま┸┎┚ ねろおú

Suck  ぁけ〈úｷ》┣ゑú Observation Äゃ┸üゎ

Reading

Q Match the instructions with the pictures.

▪ Don't turn left.

▪ Keep off the grass.

▪ Put your tray here.

▪ Don't block the fire exit.

▪ Wet floor, watch your step.

▪ Don't sound the horn.
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Q Where would you find each of the previous signs?

Good morning Salwa.

I'm glad you are comfortable at the JW Marriott hotel. Let's meet for
dinner at Lorenzo Café at 7:00 p.m. It's easy to walk there from the
hotel. First, head west on Abdulaziz Al Saqer St. Next, turn left onto
Fahad A-Salem St. Go straight on for about 6 minutes. Then, take a
sharp left on Mohammed Thunayyan Al-Ghanem St. Your destination
will be on the right.

See you there,

Laila

Read the following message and follow the route on the map:

Hospital - Mall park restaurant

Public restroom street street
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JW Marriott Hotel

Mohammad Thunayyan Al-Ghanem St.

Fahad Al-Salem St.

Abdulaziz Al-Saqer St.

Q Make the following experiment and write down your observations:

1. Fill a jar with water.
2. Make a hole in the lid of the jar.
3. Make the hole the same size as the straw.
4. Push the straw into the hole
5. Put the clay around the straw so it is sealed.
6. Now try to suck the water through the straw

▪ Observation:

I canｺt suck the water through the straw because no air can get inside the
jar. So, the water will not come out.
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Prepositions and Directions

Giving Directions:
V(inf)

▪ Go straight
▪ Continue straight
▪ Turn right
▪ Go right
▪ Turn left
▪ Go left
▪ Go back
▪ Take a U-Turn

▪ On the right of ﾂ
▪ On the left of ﾂ
▪ Next to ﾂ
▪ In front of ﾂ
▪ Behind ﾂ
▪ Past the ﾂ
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Grammar

Sequence Words:

First, Next, Then, After that, Finally

Look at the map and give directions to your friend on how to go to the
following:

Q Liberation Tower:

Q Panasonic Tower:

First, go straight. Then, turn right on the main street. After that, turn right
again. Next, turn left towards block 11. then, turn right in 350 street.
Finally, turn left to reach the Liberation Tower.

First, turn left on 350 street. After that, turn right on Soor street. Next, turn
right on 80 street. Finally turn left to Panasonic Tower.

Q Ministries Complex:

First, turn left on 80 street. Then, turn left on Soor street. After that, turn
left on 350 street. Finally turn right towards Ministries Complex.
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Q Salhiya Mall:

Q Al-Soor Gardens:

First, turn left. Then, take the first right. After that, turn left on Soor street.
Finally, turn right to reach Al-Soor Gardens.

First, turn left on 350 street. Second, turn right in Soor street. Third, turn
right towards block 13. then, turn left. Finally, turn right to reach Salhiya
Mall.
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Q Use the sequence words above to write instructions on how to grow a
plant:

First, get a clean pot to grow your plant.

Second, put soil in the pot.

Third, make a hole in the soil with your
finger.

Then, pour water in the soil.

Finally, leave the pot next to the window.
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Q Give simple instructions on how to download UULA Application on your
smartphone:

Do / Donｺt:

Q Respect your parents.

Q Donｺt interrupt your parents.

Q Write a list of Doｺs and Donｺts about the school library.

▪ Doｺs:

▪ Donｺts:

Q Imagine you are a school principal. What pieces of advice would you give to
the students before the exam?

First, open your AppStore. Second, type ｼUULAｽ in the search box. Third,
press the download button. Finally, press ｼopenｽ to enter the application.

Do ｷ るß┷┤れあけわ┇╃┾『ゑろわ(╄ゎ┇íéわ)

£だぐろわíれあけわ┇┈ぢ┾あ┚┈‒ú┋╃┾『ゑわ┈┚

▪ Be quiet
▪ Sit on a chair if you want to read
▪ Give the book to the teacher if you want to borrow it.

▪ Donｺt speak loudly
▪ Donｺt eat or drink in the library
▪ Donｺt leave the book on your table

▪ Eat your breakfast before exam
▪ Study hard
▪ Donｺt come late to school

Q Imagine you are a scientist, what pieces of advice would you give to people
who will work inside the laboratory?

▪ Donｺt touch the chemicals
▪ Wear gloves
▪ Ask me if you have questions.
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Writing

Äゃ┸üゎ

┵╄〉Äのú╄ぅÄ┚┈┣みぁぃ┻ゑわ┇the planぽ┽ß┰ßゎ£こUnit 2ぎゎぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

Downloading Snapchat

Why they should download itHow to download snapchat

Itｺs funAppstore

To share picturesType Snapchat

Communicate with 
others

Press download

Q Write a paragraph for your classmate giving them instructions on how to
download Snapchat on their Iphones and why they should download it.
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Paragraph:

there are simple steps you can follow to download SnapChat. First, open
the Appstore. Second, type Snapchat in the search box. Finally, press the
download button. You can download Snapchat for many reasons. First, it is
fun to use. Second, you can use it to share your pictures with your friends.
Third, you can use it to communicate with others, I advise you to download
Snapchat.
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FREE TIME
UNIT 5: FREE TIME

Vocabulary

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Require ┘ろぃ┣ú Appliance Äóわ╆ぐゎ ぽ╆だ┰┋
Available  ┵┈┣ゎｷ╄こß┣ゎ Supply  ╄こßúｷ┽ ２í╆ú

Stove  ┾はßゎ(Äわß┰) Globe ゐわ┈あわ┇
Campsite

 ゐó┻ゎｷ っはßゎ
ゐóó┻┣わ┇ Thirsty が┈〈ぃい

Compass Äろ』ß┚ Insect-repellent ┡┇╄〈┷ろわ ┽╃┈ぅ ┹┈┻┚
Survive  ß┯ぐúｷ]óあú Definitely ┾óみ┌┣わ┈┚

Officially  †┈óゑ‶╃ Reflect ′まあú
Luxury  ┡┈óわ┈ゑみｷÄóぢ┈こ╃ Theatre ┵╄¨ゎ
Iconic  ╃ßだ〈ゎｷ╆óゑゎ Civilization ぽ╃┈‒┸

Sweater  ╄こßろ┚(ぽ╅ßろ┚) Attract ┗╀┯ú

Reading

Q Why can you see in a newspaper?

Q Do you read the newspaper?

Q Who amongst your family reads the newspaper?

Q How do you learn the news about other countries?

No, I donｺt

My grandfather reads the newspaper.

We use Twitter and Instagram to learn the news of ither countries.

News of Kuwait (local news), news of other countries (international news),
sport news, economic news ﾂ etc
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Desert Delights: Camping in Kuwait

Kuwait: One of the joys of life for Kuwaitis is to spend time in the
desert. Desert camping is a popular old Kuwaiti tradition. It's ideal
between November and March when temperatures go down and the
weather is cold.

In the past, camping required only a tent. At night, lights were
provided by oil lamps, and cooking was done over the campfire.

Today's modern camping experience involves SO much more. There
are modern appliances and facilities available in the camps. People use
small tents as sleeping places and large family tents as family
gathering places which are supplied with lights, satellite television and
couches. There is usually a kitchen that is made of aluminium and may
include a gas stove for cooking.

People spend a day or a week in camps. They enjoy many desert
activities. During the day, children and young people enjoy playing
different ball games, board games and kite flying. Family members
and friends have Arabic coffee and dates, walk in the desert, watch TV
and finish with barbecue dinner. At night, they all sit around the
campfire and tell stories.

Read the following news article and answer the questions below:

Read the newspaper article, then match the headings with the paragraphs.

Q Camping Nowadays ( )

Q An Old Kuwaiti Tradition ( )

Q Camping Activities ( )

Q Camping in The Past ( )

1st

2nd

4th

3rd
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Put the following in order is terms of importance: what is the most and least
important to you when you go camping in Kuwait?

Q ( ) Bringing sunglasses

Q ( ) Taking a warm jacket

Q ( ) Taking a lot of water

Q ( ) Wearing enough sun cream

Q ( ) Taking enough food

Q ( ) Wearing a hat

Q In addition to the mentioned above, what else would you advice your
friends to do when they go camping?

Q Look at the pictures. What do you see?

Bring your favourite board game and card game so you donｺt get bored.
Bring gas for your stove.

These are 360 mall and the Avenues mall.

3

4

1

5

6

2
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The Avenues Mall

Make sure you visit the Avenues, one of Kuwait's largest malls, which 
will definitely take your shopping experience to a different level. 

It was officially opened in April 2007 and is located in Al Rai area. The 
Avenues has been designed to reflect the natural lines of the Arabian 
Desert. 

The mall has been divided into four phases which include the world's 
famous stores and international high fashion and luxury brands from 
across Europe, the United States, Asia and Africa. The roof of the 2nd 
Avenue is made of glass to allow the sun to light up the internal area 
giving an outdoor feel. The Souk, which is located in Phase III, brings 
back the feeling of old Kuwait as it is similar to a traditional Kuwaiti 
souk with many small shops.

The Avenues Cinema has multi-screen movie Theatres with 11 
screens (including a VIP cinema). The Avenues is the house to a wide 
variety of the finest outdoor and indoor restaurants in Kuwait. 
Furthermore, some of the greatest cafés in Kuwait are located in this 
mall.  The Avenues stands as an iconic symbol of development and 
modern civilization.

True (T) or False (F):

Q The avenues looks like an old ship. ( )

Q The sun lights the second Avenue because it has no roof. ( )

Q Paragraph 3 is about the phases of the mall. ( )

The Arabian desert

It has a glass roof

F

T

F
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Grammar

There is - There was - There are - There were:

ょ╃┈‒ゎ £｠┈ゎ
There is There was ┽╄けゎ

There are There were っゑ┰

Q There ________ a book on the table now.

Q There ________ a book on the table yesterday.

Q There ________ books on the table now.

Q There ________ books on the table yesterday.

Q There ________ only one person working at the library.

Q When we visited the library, there ________ only one person working.

Q We are in the library now, and there ________ five people working.

Q Last week, there ________ five people working in the library.

Q There ________ one available table at the restaurant at the moment.

Q There ________ three available tables at the restaurants at the moment.

Q There ________ one available table at the restaurant last night.

Q There ________ three available tables at the restaurant last night.

Q There ________ a man standing next to the shop before it was robbed.

Q There ________ a phone number on this advertisement. I will call it now.

Q There ________ too many people in this restaurant. It is very crowded.

Q There _____ some police officers in front of the neighbours house last
night.

is

was

are

were

is

was

was

was

are

are

are

were

were

were

is

is
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Negative:

Q There were books on the table yesterday.

Q There is a book on the table now.

Q There was a book on the table yesterday.

Q There are books on the table now.

Q There is only one person working at the library.

Q When we visited the library, there was only one person working.

Q We are in the library now, and there are five people working.

Q Last week, there were five people working in the library.

Q There is one available table at the restaurant at the moment.

Q There are three available tables at the restaurants at the moment.

Q There was one available table at the restaurant last night.

There werenｺt books on the table yesterday.

There isnｺt a book on the table now.

There wasnｺt a book on the table yesterday.

There arenｺt books on the table now.

There isnｺt only one person working at the library.

When we visited the library, there wasnｺt only one person working.

We are in the library now, and there arenｺt five people working.

Last week, there werenｺt five people working in the library.

There isnｺt one available table at the restaurant at the moment.

There arenｺt three available tables at the restaurants at the moment.

There wasnｺt one available table at the restaurant last night.
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Q There is a phone number on this advertisement. I will call it now.

Q There are too many people in this restaurant. It is very crowded.

Q There were some police officers in front of the neighbours house last night.

Q Look at the pictures below and try to find at least one difference between
them.

There isnｺt a phone number on this advertisement. I will call it now.

There arenｺt too many people in this restaurant. It is very crowded.

There werenｺt some police officers in front of the neighbours house last
night.

There are two building in the first 
pictures.

There is a basketball in the first 
picture

Q There were three available tables at the restaurant last night.

Q There was a man standing next to the shop before it was robbed.

There werenｺt three available tables at the restaurant last night.

There wasnｺt a man standing next to the shop before it was robbed.
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There is a duck in the first picture.

There are three pencils in the first
picture.

There arenｺt buildings and tress in the
second picture.

There is a bucket in the first picture.

There isnｺt a jar in the second picture.
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Some / Any:

There is a cat in the first picture.

There arenｺt two magnets on the
fridge.

Q There are ________ books on the table.

Q There arenｺt ________ books on the table.

Q Are there ________ books on the table?

Q There were ________ people working at the library.

Q There werenｺt ________ people working at the library.

Q Were there ________ people working at the library?

Q There are ________ available tables at the restaurant at the moment.

Q There arenｺt ________ available tables at the restaurant at the moment.

Q Are there ________ available tables at the restaurant at the moment?

Q We have ________ apples in the fridge.

Q We donｺt have ________ apples in the fridge.

Q Do we have ________ apples in the fridge?

Q There is ________ sugar left.

some

some

some

some

some

any

any

any

any

any

any

any

any
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Read and write the missing words (a, some, or any) to describe the following
picture.

Countable / Uncountable nouns:

▪ Examples of the countable nouns:

2 Pencils / 2 pens 5 cars people 1 table

6 balls 8 cups 4 spoons 7 cubes

Q There isnｺt ________ sugar left.

Q Is there ________ sugar left?

Q We have ________ orange juice for breakfast.

Q We donｺt have ________ orange juice for breakfast.

Q Do we have ________ orange juice for breakfast?

some

any

any

any

any

Q Anwar and Abdelaziz are camping in the desert. But have they got all they
need?
They've got (1) _______ tent, (2) _______ fuel and (3) matches. But
they haven't got (4) _______ camping stove. Anwar has got sunburn but
they haven't got (5) sun cream. They've got (6) _______ map but they
haven't got (7) ______compass. They are thirsty but they haven't got (8)
______water. They've got (9) _______ food but they haven't got (10)
_______ tin opener.

some

some
a

a
a

a

a
any
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▪ Examples of the uncountable nouns:

▪ れÖ┇ß¨わ┇

▪ ┡┈┙ó┙┷わ┇ぽ╄óお『わ┇/ぽ╃┽ß┙わ┇

Water

Juice

Coffee - Tea

Spices salt pepper paprika cumin

Sand
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▪ ╅┈おわ┇

Oxygen
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Q Write a short paragraph about your school comparing its activities with
other schools you know and stating what you like about it.

PLAN:

Writing

Äゃ┸üゎ

┵╄〉Äのú╄ぅÄ┚┈┣みぁぃ┻ゑわ┇the planぽ┽ß┰ßゎ£こUnit2ぎゎぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

The Avenues

My favourite time to visit 
it

Things I like about the 
avenues

Morning timeItｺs big

On weekends
It has different 

stores

On holidaysEverything I need
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Paragraph:

The avenues mall is the best mall in Kuwait. There are many things that I
like about it. First, itｺs very big and modern. In addition, it has many different
international stores. Also, It has everything I need. For example, it has
fashion stores, shoe stores, spas, a supermarket, baby stores, furniture
stores and so much more.

I like to go to the Avenues mall in specific times. First, I enjoy going there
in the morning. I like to go there to drink some coffee and have breakfast.
Second, I like going there on the weekends with my family or friends. We
usually have dinner there or watch a movie. Third, I always go there on
holidays to enjoy the big sales. I think The Avenues mall is the best mall in
the gulf area.
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CELEBRATIONS AND FOOD
UNIT 6: CELEBRATIONS AND FOOD

Reading

Q What food can you cook? What food can your mother cook?

Vocabulary

Word Meaning Word Meaning

Pour ┘『ú Chop っぃのú
Stir  へ ２╄┷úｷ┘ ２ろの ０ú Ingredient がßまゎ

Slice Ä┷ú╄〉 Gently  ねこ╄┚ｷくぃろ┚
Grease

 ぎぢ┾úｷ £ぃおú
ぎぢ┾わ┈┚ Stick-stuck ね『ろú

Tasteless ゐあぅ ü┚ Cuisine
 ┡ôßみ┌ゑわ┇ｷ
┺┙ぃゑわ┇

Vegetarian £┤┈┙げ Counter ┺┙ぃゎ ぽ┾‒ぐゎ
Questionnaire が┈ó┙┣‶┇ Religious £ぐú┽

Argument  る┇┾┰ｷきü┼ Independence るüの┣‶┇
Magnificently れぢ╀ゎ れま〈┚ Costume  ¢╅ｷ╋┈┙わ

Occasion Ä┙‶┈ぐゎ

I can cook eggs and burgers. My mother can cook all Kuwaiti dishes.
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Q Look at the picture and try to guess the ingredients of the dish.

The ingredients of this salad are: lettuce,
tomatoes, cucumbers, olives, red onions and
cheese.

The ingredients of this dish are: a whole
chicken, carrots and potatoes

The ingredients of this burger are: the
bun, a chicken patty, cucumbers,
tomatoes and lettuce
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Q Look at the ingredients you have in the fridge and write what dish you can
make with them. How would you prepare this dish?

▪ Chicken Tacos:

First, cut the chicken into cubes, second,
chop the lettuce and the tomatoes into
small pieces. Then, cook the chicken
with your favourite spices. After that,
place your chicken, lettuce and
tomatoes inside the bread. Use your
favourite sauce on top.

Beef patty wrap: First, fry the patty. Next cut the potatoes into slices. After
that, cut the onions and the lettuce. Put the patty, the onions and lettuce
inside the bread. Put the potatoes on the side with some ketchup.
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Look at the restaurant menus below and answer the following questions:

Q Which drink would you suggest to someone who feels so hot in the
afternoon?

Q Which restaurant would be the healthiest amongst the four restaurants?

Q Which restaurant would you take a friend whoｺs not from Kuwait?

Q Which type of pizza would you suggest for your vegetarian friend?

The salad restaurant is the healthiest.

I would take my friend to a Kuwaiti restaurant.

I would advise my vegetarian friend to try the Parmigiana

I would suggest a cold drink. For example, ice latte.
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Q Imagine you are in the previous restaurants. Make an order in each of them.

Q Read each paragraph and choose the correct celebration from the
following:

▪ Eid Al-Fitr
▪ Eid Al-Adha
▪ Kuwaitｺs National Day
▪ Hala February
▪ Chinese New Year

This Eid celebrates the end of Ramadan, in the ninth month of the
Islamic calendar. It is a religious festival of happiness and joy. It's not
always on the same date because it follows the calendar of the new
moon.

In the morning, people go to Eid Prayer. They wear new clothes and
young people receive gifts and money. It is a time when Muslims think
about the poor and help them, and a time for forgiveness. The
celebrations last for three days and schools and offices close.

By: Jassim Hussein

This celebration happens in late January or early February in China and
follows the calendar of the new moon. I celebrates spring and lasts
fifteen days.

People clean their homes and decorate them with red decorations,
flowers, fruit and sweets. People wear new clothes and visit their
family and friends. Red is a lucky colour and young people receive gifts
of money in red envelopes. On the fifteenth night, a lantern festival is
held in the streets. There is a huge lion parade with dancers and
musicians playing loud drums.

By: Yi Lina

▪ My I have the Chicken Machboos, please.
▪ May I have a small Margherita, please?
▪ May I have a small taco salad, please?
▪ May I have a medium size ice latte, please?

1st

3rd

2nd
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Kuwaitis celebrate this day every 25th of February. It is a mark of the
historic struggle for independence and the wonderful past of the
country.

This day is celebrated with great activities. Public gettogethers are
held. Official buildings as well as modern hotels are magnificently
decorated with lights and flags.
part of the holiday tradition. Fireworks displays are common on this
day.

By: Hamad Saleh

Which of the previous celebrations has the following activities:

Kuwaitｺs national day

Eid Al-Fitr

the Chinese new year

Eid Al-Fitr

The Chinese new year

Eid Al-Fitr

Q Fireworks displays: __________________________________

Q Wear the national costume: _____________________________

Q Clean the house: ____________________________________

Q Give money to poor people: _____________________________

Q Lion Parade: _______________________________________

Q Say special prayers: __________________________________
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Grammar

How much / How many:

Complete the questions with much / many:

Q How _______________ fruit juice do you drink?

Q How _______________ lentils and beans do you eat?

Q How _______________ biscuits and cakes do you eat?

Q How _______________ vegetables do you eat?

Q How _______________ fish do you eat?

Q How _______________ packets of crisps do you eat?

Q How _______________ stars did the teacher give you?

Q How _______________ cars does your father have?

Q How _______________ coffee do you drink every day?

Q How _______________ times do I have to repeat what I said?

Q How _______________ pages do we have to write?

Q How _______________ times do we have to pass around Kaｺaba?

Q How _______________ time is left on the clock?

Q How _______________ students are absent?

Q How _______________ time should I cook the chicken for?

Q How _______________ dresses do you need to buy?

much

much

much

much

many

many

many

many

many

many

many

many

many

many

many

many
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(If Conditional):

1st Conditional:

If + present → Will + V(inf)

▪ If you study hard, you will pass.
▪ you will pass if you study hard.
▪ If you click this button, a new window will open.
▪ You will have fun if you come with us.
▪ The computer will work faster if you install an antivirus.

2nd Conditional:

▪ If I were you, I would be respectful.
▪ If I were a doctor, I would cure poor people for free.
▪ If she were my sister, I would be annoyed all the time.
▪ If mona came late, she wouldnｺt understand the lesson.
▪ If you ate healthier, you would lose weight.
▪ If you went earlier, you would arrive on time.

Use If 2nd conditional:

If + past → Would + V(inf)

Q If I (be) Manal, I (feel) happy to get an award.

Q If I (be) her, I (donate) my money to charity.

Q If we (give) away food for the poor, no one (stay) hungry.

Q If they (support) people with disabilities, they (do) great things.

Q If they (volunteer), they (help) a lot of people.

Were would feel

Were would donate

Gave would stay

Supported would do

volunteered would help
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Q Write a paragraph about the tourists reasons for visiting Kuwait describing
the places to visit and the activities they can do.

PLAN:

Writing

Äゃ┸üゎ

┵╄〉Äのú╄ぅÄ┚┈┣みぁぃ┻ゑわ┇the planぽ┽ß┰ßゎ£こUnit2ぎゎぽ╄み╀ゑわ┇

Why visit Kuwait

Enjoy shopping

The places

Visit the aquarium

The avenues mall

Visit museums

Kuwait tower

The activities

The scientific centre
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Paragraph:

Many tourists visit Kuwait nowadays. When tourists visit Kuwait, they
cam visit many places. First, The Avenues mall which is the biggest mall in
Kuwait. Second, they can visit Kuwait towers and try the restaurant there.
Third, they can visit The Scientific Centre to learn more about Kuwait.

There are many things that tourists can do in Kuwait. First, they can enjoy
shopping in the best malls in Kuwait. Second, they can visit the aquarium to
learn about the sea life of Kuwait. Third, they can visit museums to learn
about the history of Kuwait. In conclusion, Kuwait is a great destination for
tourists.
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A: Vocabulary

Previous Exam [1]:

A. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d:

Q The ________ of rare animals depends on how safe is the environment.

equestrian facility javelin survival

Q It's too windy and cloudy outside, it will ________ rain heavily today.

probably altogether quite personally

Q People should understand that it is dangerous to ________ personal
photos on social media .

sprinkle Require post score

Q Sabah Al Ahmad Nature Reserve in Al Jahra has ________ amazing birds
and animals .

thirsty religious tasteless numerous

B. Fill in the spaces with the suitable words from the list below:
( destinations / local / pitches / attract / referee )

Q Al Anbaa is one of the most powerful ________ newspapers Kuwaitis
usually read.

Q The _________ of yesterdayｺs match did a great job with controlling both
teams.

Q Cairo is suggested by many people as one of the best holiday_________

Q Kuwait has many restaurants and shopping centers that _________
many tourists
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B. Reading Comprehension

Read the following passage, then answer the questions that follow :

There are many different kinds of parrots. Some are quite big; others
are very small. They are believed to be one of the most intelligent bird
species. Most parrot species depend on seeds as food. Others may eat
fruit, nectar, flowers or small insects. Many people like them because
they often have beautiful bright colours, and because they can ｼtalkｽ.
Most parrots are social birds that live in groups.

Parrots are very good mimics and can copy sounds that they hear in
their environment; they can even copy human words and laughter. No
one knows why parrots can talk. Most birds can not. Some people say
that parrots can talk because they have big, thick tongues. Parrots do
not usually know what they are saying when they talk. They are only
making sounds. However, they know when to say some words, such
as ｼHelloｽ and ｼGoodbyeｽ.

Most parrots come from hot countries, but they can live anywhere.
This is one of the reasons why sailors used to take parrots with them
on long journeys. Perhaps another reason is that they wanted
someone to talk to.

A. From a, b, c and d choose the correct answer:

Q The passage is mainly about:

Many different kinds of birds that eat insects 
A certain kind of bird that can talk 
Sailors who go on long journeys
All kinds of birds that can't talk 

Q The underlined word ｼthickｽ in the 2nd paragraph is the opposite of:

wet 
dry 
high
thin
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Q The underlined word ｼthemｽ in the 3rd paragraph refers to:

reasons
sailors
parrots
countries 

Q People like parrots because they :

depend on seeds as food 
are very small birds 
have beautiful colours and can talk
do not know what they are saying

Q According to the text, all of the following are TRUE EXCEPT:

There are many different kinds of parrots . 
Parrots can copy human words and laughter . 
Parrots are one of the cleverest bird species . 
Parrots are unsocial birds that live alone .

Q The writer's purpose of writing this passage is to:

give information about parrots 
explain why parrots eat seeds 
encourage people to train parrots 
persuade people to treat birds kindly

B. Answer the following questions:

Q Why did sailors use to take parrots with them on long journeys ?

Q Where do most parrots come from ?
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A: Grammar:

Choose the correct answer:

Q There _______ a famous shop in our street that sells men's clothes. I will
take you there tonight.

are is was were

Q I need _______ books about the environment.

a some any much

Q I am _______ now. Can I call you later?

drives driving drive drove

Q _______ is that bag?

How much How many How some How any

Do as required between brackets:

Q If I have enough time this evening ..... ( Complete )

Q My little brother likes action movies . ( Make negative )
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B: Writing

Q Our school is our second home where we spend good times with our
friends. Plan and write a report of two paragraphs ( 8 sentences) about your
school describing what it looks like and what activities you can do there.

These guide words may help you :
( big classes - study ｷ playgrounds - science labs ｷ library- enjoy ｷuseful
trips - games )
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C : Spelling

Re-write the underlined words correctly:

Q He lived in Japan but his ntaioanltiy is Indian. ________________

Q It is cold outside. Don't forget to wear your sewetar.
________________

Q Playing sports can make us feel lviley.
________________

Q Clever footballers ecexl in other different games.
________________

End of Exam 1 
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

がßまú Is / am / are Was / were been

┶┙『ú Become Became Become

┋┾┙ú Begin Began Begun

┗╄‒ú Beat Beat beaten

£ぐ┷ぐú Bend Bent Bent

】あú Bite Bit Bitten

┺けぐú Blow Blew blown

き╆ぐú Bleed Bled bled

╄¨まú Break Broke Broken

╄‒┷ú Bring Brought Brought

っú╀ú Broadcast Broadcast Broadcast

¢╄┣〈ú Buy Bought Bought

£ぐ┙ú Build Built Built

ぬ╄┷ú Burn Burnt Burnt

┽┈ぃ『ú Catch Caught Caught

╃┈┣┻ú Choose Chose Chosen

£┤┌ú Come Came Come

くろまú Cost Cost Cost

っぃのú Cut Cut Cut

れあけú Do Did Done

ほろゑú Have Had Had

ゐ‶╄ú Draw Drew Drawn

ゐろ┷ú Dream Dreamt Dreamt

┗╄〈ú Drink Drank Drunk

┽ßのú Drive Drove Driven

IRREGULAR VERBS  る┈あこà┇ くú╃┈『┤-
IRREGULAR VERBS くú╃┈『┤る┈あこà┇-
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

╄け┷ú Dig Dug dug

┡ßゑú Die Died Died

れみ┌ú Eat Ate Eaten

ぁの¨ú Fall Fell Fallen

╄あ〈ú Feel Felt Felt

┗╄だú Flee Fled fled

ゐあぃú Feed Fed fed

╄け┷ú Dig Dug dug

╄┰┈〈┣ú Fight Fought Fought

┾┯ú Find Found Found

′‶Çú Found Founded Founded

╄óぃú Fly Flew Flown

ñ¨ぐú Forget Forgot Forgotten

ñろい れ『┷ú Get Got Got

┶ゎ┈¨ú Forgive Forgave Forgiven

┾ゑ┯ú Freeze Froze Frozen

┘ぢ╀ú Go Went Gone

£ぃあú Give Gave Given

 ßゑぐú\ょ╃╆ú Grow Grew Grown

ねろあú Hang Hung Hung

っゑ¨ú Hear Heard Heard

¿┙┣┻ú Hide Hid Hidden

┗╄‒ú Hit Hit Hit

ほ¨ゑú Hold Held Held

ゐわÇú Hurt Hurt hurt

£の┙ú Keep Kept Kept

き╄あú Know Knew Known

ゐろあ┣ú Learn Learnt Learnt
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

 れ┸╄ú\へ╄┣ú Leave Left Left

╄óあú Lend Lent lent

┶ゑ¨ú Let Let let

 †┈┙げ┈┰ っ‒ú Lay Laid Laid

£のろ┣¨ú Lie Lay Lain

┗╀まú Lie Lied Lied

┆£‒ú Light Lit lit

っó‒ú Lose Lost Lost

 れあ┯ú\っぐ『ú Make Made Made

£ぐあú Mean Meant Meant

£の┣ろú Meet Met Met

っこ┾ú Pay Paid Paid

っ‒ú Put Put Put

┢┙┧ú Prove Proved Proved/proven

┘┷¨ぐú Quit Quit Quit

┋╄のú Read Read Read

┘み╄ú Ride Rode Ridden

が╄ú Ring Rang Rung

 ┾あ『ú\£の┤╄ú Rise Rose Risen

】み╄ú Run Ran Run

るßのú Say Said Said

Ñ╄ú See Saw Seen

っó┙ú Sell Sold Seen

れ‶╄ú Send Sent Sent

╆だ┯ú Set Set set

ぁó┻ú Sew Sewed Sewn

╆だú Shake Shook Shaken
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

 ぁは┈¨┣ú( í┇ ╄あ〈わ┇
╄┯〈わ┇ ぬ┇╃í┋) Shed Shed Shed

っゑろú Shine Shone Shone

╄だゃú Show Showed Shown

ねろおú Shut Shut shut

£ぐおú Sing Sang Sung

ぬ╄おú Sink Sank Sunk

′ろ┯ú Sit Sat Sat

ん┈ぐú Sleep Slept Slept

┥┾┷┣ú Speak Spoke Spoken

£‒のú Spend Spent Spent

 ┌┯だú( き╄┸ ┋╄のú
き╄┸) Spell Spelt Spelt

┘ま¨ú Spill Spilt Spilt

╃í┾ú Spin Spun spun

╄〈┣ぐú Spread Spread spread

くのú Stand Stood Stood

ゐだけú Understand Understood Understood

ぬ╄¨ú Steal Stole Stolen

ね『┣ろú Stick Stuck Stuck

 《╄のú\っ¨ろú Sting Stung Stung

 Ä┷Ö┇╃ ぞぐゎ ┵ßけ┤
Äだú╄み Stink Stank Stunk

ねあ『ú Strike Struck Struck

┶┙¨ú Swim Swam Swum

ん╃ß┣ú Swell Swelled Swollen

┶┰╃┌┣ú Swing Swung swung

ゐ〈ú Smell Smelt/smelled Smelt/smelled

╀┼┌ú Take Took Taken

ゐろあ ０ú Teach Taught Taught
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ñぐあゑわ┇ V(1) V(2) V(3) / p.p

╄┙┻ú Tell Told Told

ぬ╆ゑú Tear Tore Torn

╄まけú Think Thought Thought

£ゎ╄ú Throw Threw Thrown

îわ っ‒┻ú Undergo Underwent undergone

ぉのó┣¨ú Wake up Woke up Woken up

¢┾┤╄ú Wear Wore Worn

┘┣まú Write Wrote Written

╅ßけú Win Won Won


